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   How a penny stock turned into a Billion Dollars!
  

   You could have made a Million Dollars with this penny stock
  

   Oxbridgeresearch.com
  

    

  

   If you had invested just $100K only Five Months Ago, in this ONE stock, you could have
turned that $ 100K into a whopping Million Dollars Today!
Guess what that stock is? 

  

   Apple  ( AAPL ) you would have made 10%, in 5 Months, not so bad in today's choppy
market! Google ( GOOG ) you would have
lost a 5%, who
wants that?

  

    

  

   We are talking about a Penny Stock, Yes! That's right a Penny Stock.

  

   This stock has seen one of the Most rapid acceleration in the history. 
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http://www.google.com/finance?q=NASDAQ:AAPL
http://www.google.com/finance?q=NASDAQ:AAPL
http://www.google.com/finance?q=NASDAQ:AAPL
http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=GOOG&amp;ql=0
http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=GOOG&amp;ql=0
http://finance.yahoo.com/q?s=GOOG&amp;ql=0
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   Billion Dollar Penny Stock:-
  

    

  

   The Company's Market Cap jumped, just a week ago, to a Billion Dollar! The fastest rise to
a Billion Dollar by any Penny Stock. Few days later, the stock jumped another 60%! the
company's Market Cap today a whopping 
- $1.6 Billion Dollars!- 
The company added Six Hundred Million Dollars just in days!.

  

    

  

   Our Members know about this company, they have been following our Alerts! We are talking
about the humble beginning and meteoric rise of  POTG  – a Pot of GOLD-  Could t
his turn into a Two Billion Dollar Penny Stock?
If it does, you will hear from us first!

  

   You are missing the Premium Alerts! Sign-up, Get Alerts that MakeMoney ! &reg;

  

   we get compensated by the companies we feature. Always Read the full
Disclosure/Disclaimer. Thanks
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http://www.google.com/finance?q=PINK:POTG
http://www.oxbridgeresearch.com/free-offer.html
http://www.oxbridgeresearch.com/free-offer.html
http://www.oxbridgeresearch.com/free-offer.html

